Coding: Glossary of terms

A

Algorithm A sequence of precise instructions to be followed in
order to solve a problem.
Algorithm design Creation of an efficient sequence of precise
instructions aiming for as few steps in the algorithm as
possible.
Angle A measurement representing the amount of turn
between two points. An angle is measured in degrees.

Backdrop The area of the animation behind all sprites, the
background.
Block (See coding blocks).
Broadcast Transmission of data or information from one
computing device or sprite. This allows other devices or sprites
to capture that transmission and act on it.

C
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Code The words and numbers used to make instructions for a
computer program.
Coding block(s) Individual line of code represented as a block
which, when linked with many blocks, make up scripts.
Continuous Without interruption.
Control (category of blocks) A way of influencing when code is
started or a way to keep code running. A category for coding
blocks which influence when and how code is run.
Costume The way a Scratch sprite looks.
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Debug/debugging Finding and fixing a problem (bug) in code
that is stopping the code from working correctly.
Decompose/decomposition Breaking down a problem that
you would like to solve into smaller chunks that will then be used
to solve a problem using code.
Define To give exact information about something.
Delay To pause something (the running of code) for a period of
time or until an event has happened (also see wait).
Direction The path along which an object or sprite is moving or
pointing towards.
Distance A measurement of space between two points/objects
or sprites.
Duplicate An exact copy of a sprite including its look and code.

Else Used in conjunction with an if-then statement to check and
compare data/instances then act on the outcome (see
selection).
Event Something that happens. A way of defining when code
should be run. For example ‘when x key pressed’. A category for
coding blocks which control when code should run or to create
an event, such as broadcast.
Execute To put into action the program/instructions (also see
run).

E
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Forever A form of continuous loop that allows a section of
defined code to repeat without interruption.

If Used in conjunction with then to allow selection, if-then (also
see selection).
If touching Touching is a sensing block which checks if the
sprite the code belongs to is touching something defined in the
block, such as the edge of the stage area or a chosen colour.
Input Information provided by a device connected to a
computer. For example a key press on a keyboard or moving the
mouse.

K
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Key pressed When a key on the keyboard is pressed (also see
Input).

Loop A way of making code run more than once. Loops can be
set to repeat a number of times, forever or until something that
the user defines happens (see also repeat, forever and
define). Loops are known as repetition within computing.
Repetition is one of the three basic logic structures used in
computer programming alongside sequence and selection.
Looks The look/appearance of a sprite or
backdrop/background (see also costume). A category for
coding blocks relating to appearance.

L
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Motion The movement of a sprite. A category for coding blocks
which affect or control the movement of a sprite.
Multiple blocks See multiple coding blocks, also see coding
blocks.
Multiple coding blocks More than one coding block (also see
coding blocks).

Output Information provided by a computer to a connected
device. For example images displayed on a monitor or sound.
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Pen A feature within Scratch which allows marks or lines to be
drawn within Scratch’s Stage area.
Point in direction Controls the direction in which a sprite faces,
according to angle set.
Point towards Controls what a sprite should face, for example
the mouse-pointer or another sprite. As the mouse-pointer, the
sprite will turn.
Program A sequence of instructions which tell a computer how
to solve a problem.
Programming The act of writing a computer program.
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Repeat To run code more than once (see also repetition).
Repetition The act of repeating code more than once.
Repetition is one of the three basic logic structures used in
computer programming alongside sequence and selection.
Run/Running To execute/initiate/begin a computer program or
script (also see execute).

Script A list of instructions made up of words and numbers used
by a computer program to make things happen.
Sensing The act of detecting if something is happening. For
example, when using the sensing block ‘if touching’, the block
could be used to detect if the sprite is touching a defined colour.
Selection A way of deciding within a program when to do
something. Selection uses if, then and else. For example, if alarm
goes off, then get up, else stay in bed Selection is one of the
three basic logic structures used in computer programming
alongside sequence and repetition (loops).
Sequence A structure in which a set of instructions are followed
in order. Sequence is one of the three basic logic structures used
in computer programming alongside selection and repetition
(loops).
Single block An individual coding block (also see coding block).
Sound A form of output from a computer which can be used to
play a sound file (from the Scratch library), play a note or drum
beat, create music, record sound or speech. The volume and
tempo of sound can be adjusted.

S
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Solve Find an answer to a question or a solution to a problem.
Sprite An object which can be controlled using coding blocks in
the form of scripts.
Switch Change from one state to another for example, change
the way something looks.

T

Then Used in conjunction with if to allow selection, if-then (also
see selection).

Values The content of a field as words or numbers that can be
set or changed (also see variable).
Variable A value that can change during the running/execution of
a program.
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Wait To pause something (the running of code) for a period of
time or until an event has happened (also see delay).
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